Improvement of Color Fastness for Deep Black Shade of Cotton Fabric
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Abstract. Cotton fabric was dyed with C.I. Reactive Black 5 with different dye mass, followed the treatments of soaping, dye fixing, and wet rubbing improving. The wash fastness, rubbing fastness, and colour uniformity of dyed cotton were inspected. The results show that the entire utilized textile auxiliaries did not cause a yellowness problem. After application of the dye fixative and wet rubbing improver, to the deep black shade cotton (15% o.m.f), the wash fastnesses were all at grade 5, and reached at grade 5 and 3-4 of dry and wet of rubbing fastness respectively. The wet rubbing improver improved half grade of wet rubbing for dye o.m.f less than 8%, but did not have any contribution for deep shade.

Introduction

Reactive dyes are most commonly applied because of their low cost, easy to apply, excellent wet colour fastness, and bright color [1-5]. In the process of reactive dyeing, the reactive dye always tends to be hydrolyzed [6, 7]. After dyeing, the unfixed reactive dye (hydrolyzed and unreacted reactive dye) exists in the interior and surface of fibre, especially in deep shade dyeing, which has to be removed. Without effective dye removal, it results in a poor colour fastness; thus an effective washing, such as soaping treatment, is applied to assistance of washing off unfixed dye [8, 9]. However, it is hard to achieve the excellent colour fastness since if the fabric holds 0.003% dye on the mass of fabric (o.m.f) will produce a stain same as to a grey scale rating of 4. In the traditional method of acquiring high colour fastness, after reactive dyeing the dyed substance is neutralization washed and soaped to remove the unfixed dyes as much as possible, subsequently dye fixing treatment is conducted to prevent the unfixed dyes [10-12].

This research aims to prepare a deep black shade cotton fabric with high colour fastness, therefore the textile auxiliaries from two famous companies (Dymatic and Transfar) in China are selected, and their performances in soaping, fixing and wet rubbing improving on deep black shade cotton fabric are investigated in the promotion of the wash fastness and rubbing fastness.

Experimental

Materials.

A desized, scoured, bleached and unmercerized woven cotton fabric (100%) was dyed with C. I. Reactive Black 5 (Shanghai Jiaying Chemical Company) without purification. The textile auxiliaries of DM1578 (soaping agent), DM1518 (dye fixative), and DM2588X (wet rubbing fastness improver) are from Dymatic Chemical Company; TF231A (soaping agent) and TF234FK (dye fixative) are from Zhejiang Transfar Company. Dimethylformamide (DMF, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Company, 99.5%) was used in reflux. Other chemicals were general laboratory grade.
Dyeing.
Cotton fabric was dyed in a rotary infrared laboratory dyeing machine with C.I. Reactive Black 5 in different dye amount on the mass of fabric (o.m.f) in 3%, 5%, 8%, 10%, 12%, and 15% at a liquor ratio of 1:20 with 80 g L\(^{-1}\) of NaCl, 20 g L\(^{-1}\) of Na\(_2\)CO\(_3\) for 60 min at 60°C. After dyeing, the dyed fabric was neutralization washed at room temperature, and then rinsed thoroughly in tap water. The dyeing process is described in Fig. 1.

![Dyeing process](image)

Soaping.
The dyed cotton was soaped at a liquor ratio of 1:30 and 2 g L\(^{-1}\) of soaping agent at 100°C for 30 min, and then rinsed in tap water, and air dried.

Reflux.
The dyed cotton was refluxed with 50% aqueous DMF solution at a liquor ratio of 1:40 for 20 min, and repeated it until all the unfixed dye was completely removed [8].

Dye Fixing Treatment.
After soaping, the dyed cotton was treated using 2% o.m.f of the dye fixative at a liquor ratio of 1:30 at 55°C for 15 min, and then rinsed in tap water, and air dried.

Wet Rubbing Improvement.
After dye fixing treatment, the dyed cotton was immersed in the wet rubbing improver solution (40 g L\(^{-1}\)), padded with 80% wet pick-up, dried at 100°C for 5 min and cured at 150°C for 2 min, rinsed in tap water, and air dried.

Color Uniformity.
The standard deviation was used to calculate the color uniformity of the dyed cotton by K/S values (datacolor, USA) measuring on 20 random positions at maximum absorption values using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 [9].

\[
\sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (\frac{K}{S})_i - \left(\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (K/S)_i}{n}\right)^2}{n-1}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\left(\frac{K}{S}\right)_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\frac{K}{S})_i \tag{2}
\]

Where \(\sigma\) is the standard deviation, \(n\) is the number of measured spots, and \(\frac{K}{S}\)_i is the K/S value of each random spot.

Colour Fastness.
Wash fastness and rubbing fastness (dry and wet) of dye cotton were measured as per the ISO 105-C06 and ISO 105-X12 respectively.

Results and Discussion
Soaping.
After soaping treatment, the K/S values of dyed samples in varied dye o.m.f are displayed in Fig. 2. Fabric\(_1\), Fabric\(_2\) and Fabric\(_3\) refers to the dyed cotton which were refluxed, soaped with DM1578 and TF231A respectively; Fabric\(_4\) is the fabric of dye fixing treated with DM2518 on Fabric\(_2\); Fabric\(_5\) is the fabric of dye fixing treated with TF234FK on Fabric\(_3\); Fabric\(_6\) and Fabric\(_7\) are the fabrics of Fabric\(_4\) and Fabric\(_5\) treated with DM2588X respectively. After reflux, the K/S values of dyed cotton (Fabric\(_1\)) indicate that the dye fixed on cotton increases with dye o.m.f increasing but reach a level after dye o.m.f 8% possibly due to the saturated fixation of reactive dye. The soaping
agents of DM1578 (Fabric2) and TF231A (Fabric3) express a good and similar performance on washing off unfixed dye, but it is worse in contrast with reflux especially at higher dye o.m.f.

In the end of dyeing, the unfixed dyes mainly existed in the interior and surface of cotton fibre via Van Der Waals force between dye and fibre, and/or between dye and dye. Under the reflux, the unfixed dye in the interior can be removed to the reflux mix solution, which shows its excellent dye removal efficiency. Soaping agent with major surfactant content has a good property in removing dust, but has not ability to completely remove the unfixed dye. It notes that the performance of both soaping agents was excellent at 3% dye o.m.f since their K/S values are similar with that in reflux, which is the dye quality normally applied in the traditional dyeing process.

![Fig. 2. K/S values of dyed cotton fabric](image)

The unfixed dyes without effective remove will reduce the colour fastness of dyed substance, such as wash fastness and rubbing fastness. Table 1 lists the wash fastness (staining on bleached cotton fibre of multi fabric), rubbing fastness (dry and wet) and colour uniformity of dyed fabrics with different colour shade. The wash fastnesses of dyed cotton treated by soaping with detergents are similar and gradually decrease from grade 5 to grade 4 with an increase of color shade. In contrast with reflux, the wash fastness is slightly worse, which are all at grade 5 due to its excellent dye removal property.

After soaping with DM1578 (Fabric2) and TF231A (Fabric3), the rubbing fastness of corresponding dyed samples are at grade 5 and 4-5 in dry, and grade 3-4 and 3 in wet. The dyed sample treated with reflux always shows its transcendent performance in rubbing fastness, which are all at grade 5 in dry and grade 4-5 in wet. It is difficult to obtain grade 5 of wet rubbing fastness because during rubbing, little dyed fibre was rubbed out the dyed fabric and stained on the wet white test cotton fabric. Furthermore, exception of reflux, the rubbing fastness decreased about half grade with increase of dye shade, which similarly occurred in the wash fastness. All in all, an effective dye removal treatment is conducive to heighten the wash fastness and rubbing fastness.

Another necessarily considered index of dyeing is colour uniformity, especially in deep shade dyeing. The standard deviation values of dyed samples are less than 0.6, which indicates that all samples were levelly dyeing. The best colour uniformity of dyed samples was present in the reflux treatment since the average standard deviation value (0.37) of differed dye o.m.f is the lowest among the treatments.

**Dye Fixing Treatment.**

Comparison between the soaped samples before (Fabric2 and Fabric3) and after (Fabric4 and Fabric5) dye fixing treatment, the corresponding K/S values in Fig. 2 are similar, which means the colour of dyed samples was not changed by the dye fixing application despite of yellowness appearance occurs in some cases with other dye fixative. The primary function of the dye fixative is to fix the unfixed dyes, which performance is characterized in the rate of wash fastness and rubbing fastness. After dye fixing treatment, the wash fastnesses were improved, which all were at grade 5.
(the wash fastness of Fabric 4 and Fabric 5). It hints that both dye fixatives can promote wash fastness of dyed sample at least 1 grade.

Rubbing fastness is another important index to inspect the performance of dye fixing treatment. After treatment, both dye fixatives exhibit an enhancement of dry and wet rubbing fastness, which were raised to grade 5 from grade 4-5 at dye o.m.f 12% and 15% in dry; meanwhile the grade was up to 3-4 for all dye shades in wet. This result demonstrates that both dye fixatives can advance half grade of dry and wet rubbing fastness of dyed sample in deep shade.

| Table 1 Wash fastness, rubbing fastness and colour uniformity of dyed cotton fabrics |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Fabric 1 Dye o.m.f (%) Wash Fastness Rubbing Fastness Colour Uniformity | Fabric 2 Dye o.m.f (%) Wash Fastness Rubbing Fastness Colour Uniformity | Fabric 3 Dye o.m.f (%) Wash Fastness Rubbing Fastness Colour Uniformity | Fabric 4 Dye o.m.f (%) Wash Fastness Rubbing Fastness Colour Uniformity | Fabric 5 Dye o.m.f (%) Wash Fastness Rubbing Fastness Colour Uniformity | Fabric 6 Dye o.m.f (%) Wash Fastness Rubbing Fastness Colour Uniformity |
| Fabric 1 | 3 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.42 | Fabric 3 | 3 | 5 | 3 | 4-5 | 0.49 |
| Fabric 2 | 5 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.26 | Fabric 4 | 5 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.51 |
| Fabric 3 | 8 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.37 | Fabric 5 | 8 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.46 |
| Fabric 4 | 10 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.37 | Fabric 6 | 10 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.54 |
| Fabric 5 | 12 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.38 | Fabric 7 | 12 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.56 |
| Fabric 6 | 15 | 5 | 4-5 | 0.42 | Fabric 8 | 15 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.50 |
| Fabric 7 | 3 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.56 | Fabric 9 | 3 | 5 | 5 | 4 | 0.49 |
| Fabric 8 | 5 | 4-5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.44 | Fabric 10 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 4 | 0.37 |
| Fabric 9 | 8 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.39 | Fabric 11 | 8 | 5 | 5 | 4 | 0.37 |
| Fabric 10 | 10 | 4 | 5 | 3 | 0.36 | Fabric 12 | 10 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.38 |
| Fabric 11 | 12 | 4 | 4-5 | 3 | 0.31 | Fabric 13 | 12 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.40 |
| Fabric 12 | 15 | 4 | 4-5 | 3 | 0.45 | Fabric 14 | 15 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.44 |
| Fabric 13 | 3 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.54 | Fabric 15 | 3 | 5 | 5 | 4 | 0.46 |
| Fabric 14 | 5 | 4-5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.47 | Fabric 16 | 5 | 5 | 5 | 4 | 0.27 |
| Fabric 15 | 8 | 4-5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.34 | Fabric 17 | 8 | 5 | 5 | 4 | 0.27 |
| Fabric 16 | 10 | 4 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.33 | Fabric 18 | 10 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.30 |
| Fabric 17 | 12 | 4 | 4-5 | 3 | 0.31 | Fabric 19 | 12 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.38 |
| Fabric 18 | 15 | 4 | 4-5 | 3 | 0.54 | Fabric 20 | 15 | 5 | 5 | 3-4 | 0.43 |

**Wet Rubbing Improving Treatment.**

The K/S values of dyed samples treated with DM2588X demonstrate that the colour strengths did not change, i.e. no yellowness appearance. Addition, it represents excellent wash fastness, all are at grade 5 in Fabric 6 and Fabric 7. Attention on the wet rubbing fastness (Fabric 6 and Fabric 7), the grade ascends to grade 4 in the dye o.m.f 3%, 5% and 8%, but stays at grade 3-4 in the rest dye o.m.f conditions. It means that under the application conditions, both wet rubbing improver cannot contribute the enhancement of wet rubbing fastness when the dye shade is more than 8% dye o.m.f. During wet rubbing process, the unfixed dye tends to leave from the dry dyed sample and stays on the wet white test fabric, resulting in staining problem. The wet rubbing improver is to seal off the anionic groups of the unfixed dye, such as sulfo groups, to impede the unfixed dye transferring on the wet rubbing test fabric. As mentions previously, partial unfixed dyes existed in the interior of
fibre, which anionic groups were possibly not blocked out by the wet rubbing improver in deep shade, causing no contribution on wet rubbing fastness in high dye o.m.f.

Conclusion

After treatments of soaping, dye fixing, and wet rubbing improving, the colour fastnesses of dyed cotton fabric with different dye o.m.f were improved without doubt. The optimum colour fastnesses of the dyed cotton fabrics with these treatments were all at grade 5 in wash fastness, all at grade 5 in dry rubbing fastness, and at grade 4 in wet rubbing fastness in the dye o.m.f range of 3% to 8%. The soaping agents and dye fixatives showed the similar performances, and the dye fixatives promoted half to one grade of wash fastness and wet rubbing fastness. The wet rubbing improver enhanced half grade of wet rubbing fastness in the dye mass used lower than dye o.m.f 8%.
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